Utmost Front Door
Utmost introduces Front Door, the single starting point for hiring managers
who need workers or work done.
Utmost Front Door delivers a common experience for hiring managers
worldwide, no matter where they are, where they need talent, or whether they
need an employee or non-employee ending confusion about where a manager
should go for different types of workers.
Fully configurable, Front Door allows you to enforce global policies while
accommodating local requirements giving you visibility and control across
your total workforce. Delivered as a worklet in Workday, Utmost makes
Workday the “front door” for all worker engagements
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Managers today have multiple and scattered options to ‘get work done’ depending on where they are and what
type of worker they think they need. With no common global solution, engagement is inconsistent, error-prone
and often frustrating for the manager.
Utmost Front Door provides a simple guided process that helps the manager determine whether their best
option is to hire a worker, whether employee or non-employee, or if a statement of work (SOW) is appropriate.
More than a decision tree, Front Door gathers the necessary data to create a requisition and routes it for
approval with no additional steps or data entry. Managers can make requisitions for any geography and
access talent anywhere.
While providing a common global starting point Utmost Front Door can be configured to leverage existing
procurement and recruiting solutions or local solutions such as VMSs, existing MSP or staffing relationships
can be leveraged globally.

Front Door Benefits
“Right first time sourcing” reduces total staffing costs. Hiring managers are not talent acquisition
experts. Hiring managers are often unaware of the best or optimum sourcing channel for a given
requirement. Utmost Front Door guides the manager to the best option leveraging your private talent
pools and Workday employee data.
Correct worker classification
On average, 20% of SOW consultants are engaged in staff augmentation work 1. Whether hiring managers
engage SOWs to intentionally avoid the managed services program or not, the financial costs of
misclassification are considerable. SOW worker rates are 30% to >100% higher than their contingent
worker counterparts. Front Door allows you to ensure the right worker classification and engagement
model saving 6% or more of your total SoW spend.
Hire across geographies - from anywhere!
With right first time sourcing, Utmost helps the manager identify the best region and channel for the
resource that they require. Utmost then routes the request to the appropriate MSP, supplier, TA or HR
partner regardless of where the worker is to be engaged.
Better hiring manager experience
Improve manager experience and NPS scores! A single hiring manager process, world-wide, makes
everything easier for the hiring manager, TA, HR and procurement alike.
Drive standard policies world-wide (access to IP,FTE limits, etc.)
Utmost Front door allows you to drive common policies world-wide, e.g., what roles can be outsourced, or
engaged off-site.
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Source: Brightfield SoW misclassification
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How It Works
Utmost Extended Workforce System (EWS) leverages Utmost Flow a comprehensive workflow
environment. Utmost Flow allows you to configure complex workflows, evaluate rules and gather data.
Together with Smart Forms and object extensibility, Flow allows you to gather worker request data while
evaluating rules to determine what further data to collect and to determine the correct routing for that
request.

Delivered as a ‘worklet’ for Workday, Front Door collects worker or work request information from hiring
managers as it guides them through the decision process to identify the correct type of engagement.
Fully configurable by you, you can start with one classification such as SOW workers, extend it to
Contingent Worker requests and eventually add employee requests.
Front Door leverages Workday structures such as Job Catalogs and organization structures. That
simplifies and standardizes requests.
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Start with CW or SOW only and extend to other types of engagement
Front Door can be introduced gradually, starting with, say, one classification of worker such as SoW and then
extending across channels and regions as you deploy.
Support local market requirements and exceptions
If you have a VMS or an MSP in one region, but nothing in another - that’s fine. Front Door provides a single
uniform hiring manager experience that supports global compliance.
Integrate with Procurement, Recruiting and third-partyVMS solutions
Utmost’s integration platform facilitates integration with third-party solutions such as procurement and other
VMSs. Utmost gathers and creates approved requests within the target system, allowing Front Door to be
deployed with no impact to your existing MSP or VMS environment until you are ready for change.
Leverage 3rd party data sources
The Utmost Rules engine allows you to incorporate external data sources such as external talent or cost data
as part of the decision process.
Support high-volume/fast transactions
For experienced hiring managers who regularly engage the same classifications of worker, or for TA/HR
partners who support them, Utmost can seamlessly support these high-volume or quick-turn engagements.
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Get Better Control and Visibility of your Extended Workforce
Utmost Front Door gives Human Resources and Talent Acquisition full visibility of all requests,
as they happen worldwide, giving you:

•

Cost of Work Insight: Front door assigns an ID to all requests. These IDs are associated with
all purchase orders, invoices, and expenses together with worker data, timesheets, etc., you
get visibility of the true cost of work in one holistic system of truth, covering all categories
of workers.

•

Control over Requests for Work: Utmost Front Door allows you to dynamically manage
requests, leveraging direct sourcing including Workday employee data, private talent pools,
etc., to optimize access to talent and cost.

•

Assured Compliance: Guarantee that pre-engagement procedures are followed and that
workers are correctly onboarded, and appropriate worker data is collected.

Make Workday the single place for all work or worker
requests with Utmost Front Door!

Learn More
Utmost, the first Extended Workforce System, offers solutions for the enterprise and its extended workforce - from
temporary workers to consultants, vendors, freelancers, contractors, and more - to seamlessly and efficiently work
together. The software is designed for workers to have control of their data and transparency into their work history,
independent of traditional employment relationships. Utmost was founded in 2018 by former Workday executives,
Annrai O’Toole and Dan Beck and former Groupon CTO EMEA Paddy Bensen and is backed by Greylock Partners and
Workday Ventures.

Utmost.co			

sales@utmost.co
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